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To fit the covers with the locks the lock hole plugs must first be removed.

To remove the lock hole plugs :- Remove the cover from the roof bar and with the head of the lock hole plug

horizontal, rotate it 45° (1/8 turn) clockwise.  Then simply push the plug out of the cover.  (Diagram 1).

To fit the locks :- Hold the lock barrel with the key inserted and the lug marked X positioned as shown.

Insert the lock barrel into the lock housing in the cover.  Make sure the lug is pushed into the lock barrel by

the sloping face on the lock housing.  Push the lock into the cover as far as it will go and check that it can

only rotate 90° (1/4 turn).  Check that the lock is firmly fitted by removing the key.

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
For fitting to 401 and 404/U/UL load carriers

NOTE :- The manufacturer operates a policy of continuous development, and reserves the right to alter specifications without prior notice.
Therefore due to the possibility of improved design, contents may vary from those shown.  In the event of parts missing from your kit, or fitting difficulties, telephone our help line on 01525 850800.
Email: sales@montblancuk.co.uk           www.montblancuk.co.uk
Manufactured in the UK by Mont Blanc Industri UK Ltd, Eden Way, Pages Indsutrial Park, Leighton Buzzard, LU7 4TZ.
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K-LOCKS

KIT CONTENTS

Description Qty

Lock barrels 4

Keys 4

(Key not shown inserted in lock.)
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